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The ionosphere is an 

electrified 

atmosphere ranging 

from 40 to 400

miles above the earth.

You are able to see it 

sometimes as the 

Northern Lights. It is 

charged by the sun 

and it affects radio 

waves that strike it.



The D layer is 40 miles up and is the daylight 

layer.  It almost disappears at night.  The D 

layer absorbs radio waves between 1 MHz to 7 

MHz . These are long waves.  All others pass 

through.

The E layer is also a daylight layer and is very 

erratic.  Patches of ionization may cause some 

surprising reflections on signals in both HF and 

VHF ranges.  The E layer is usually 70 miles 

above the earth.

The F1 layer is around 150 miles above earth.

The F2 layer is around 250 miles high.  F2 is 

strongest during summer months.

At night time F1 and F2 combine to be just the 

F layer and settles in at 180 miles above earth 

and bends waves between 1 and 15 MHz back 

to earth.
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Summing it up

Layer Distance 

D                           25-55    miles

E                            55-90    miles

F                            90-250  miles                                                                 

F1                          90-150  miles

F2                          250      miles        

all distances are miles out from earth                                                          



Propagation Summary by Band

Top Band suffers from daytime D layer absorption.  

Daytime communication is limited to ground-wave 

coverage and a single E hop out to about 900 miles for 

well equipped stations running legal limit power.  At 

night the D layer disappears and worldwide 

communication becomes possible via

the F2 layer.

1.8-2.0 MHz (160 meters)Top Band. 





HIGH FREQUENCY (HF) BANDS (3-30 MHz)

A wide variety of propagation modes are 

useful on the HF bands. The lowest 2 

bands in this range share many daytime 

characteristics with 160 meters.  The 

transition between bands primarily useful 

at night or during the day appears around 

10 MHz .  Most long distance contacts are 

made via F2 layer skip.  Above 21 MHz, 

more exotic propagation, including TE, 

sporadic E, aurora and meteor scatter 

begins to be practical.



Trans-equatorial Propagation

Propagation 

between two 

mid latitude 

points at 

approximately 

the same 

distance north 

and south of 

the magnetic 

equator.



3.5-4.0 MHz 

(80 meters for the lower end,

75 meters for the higher end)

The lowest HF band is similar to 160 meters 

in many respects.  Daytime absorption is 

significant ,but not quite as extreme as at 

1.8 MHz . As at 1.8 MHz , atmospheric noise 

is a nuisance, making winter the most 

attractive season for the 80/75 Meter DXer.                                              



SCREEN SHOT 80 

METERS AT 13:20 

LOCAL TIME (RI)



Propagation Summary by Band (cont.)

5.3-5.4 MHz (60 meters)

The distance covered during daytime propagation will fall 

in between that achievable on the 80 meter and 40 meter 

bands.  At night, worldwide propagation is possible in 

spite of the relatively low power imit.  Signal strengths 

will typically be higher than on 80 meters but not as high 

as on 40 meters.



Propagation Summary by Band (Cont.)

7.0-7.3 MHz (40 meters)

The popular 40 meter band has a clearly 

defined skip zone during the day due to 

insufficient ionization to refract high angles. D 

layer absorption is not as severe as on the 

lower bands, so short-distance skip via the E 

and F layers is approximately 500 miles.  At 

night, reliable worldwide communication via F2 

is common on the 40 meter band.  ( cont.  )



Propagation Summary, by Band (cont.)

40 meters continued

Atmospheric noise is much less troublesome than on 160 

and 80 meters, and 40 meter DX signals are often of 

sufficient strength to override even high-level summer 

static.  For these reasons, 40 meters is the lowest 

frequency band considered reliable for DX 

communications in all seasons. Even during the lowest 

point in the solar cycle, 40 meters may be open for 

worldwide DX throughout the night.





Propagation Summary by Band ( cont. )

14.0-14.35 MHz (20 meters)

The 20 meter band is traditionally regarded as the 

amateur’s primary long haul DX favorite.  Regardless of 

the 11-year solar cycle, 20 meters can be depended on 

for at least a few hours of world-wide F2 propagation 

during the day.  During solar-maximum periods, 20 

meters will often stay open to distant locations 

throughout the night.  Skip distance is usually 

appreciable and is always present to some degree.  

Daytime E layer propagation may be detected along 

very short paths.  Atmospheric noise is not a serious 

consideration, even in the summer.  Because of its 

popularity, 20 meters tends to be very congested during 

the daylight hours.









Effects of solar flares will

disrupt communications

and propagation within

hours after the occurrence



So let’s get

on the air

and work 

some new 

ones




